Abstract -Proxy war have occurred since ancient times until now which is conducted by the major state powers by using state actors or non-state actors. The national interests of the big countries with objective of the struggle for power and the power of influence in affecting international relations. Proxy war has motives and hard power and soft power approaches to achieve their goals. Indonesia is safeguarding its national security in dealing with the proxy war strategy against disintegration attempts, thus it can be eliminated and the integration of the Unitary Republic of Indonesia will remains intact. To safeguard the integration of the nation, Indonesia must take a counter proxy measures. This article uses qualitative approach with data from reference sources and literature related to the proxy war. The validity and reliability of the data was tested by triangulation reference. The study shows that the counter proxy war conducted by maintaining Unity in Diversity which resemble the Opus Dei upon Indonesia, implementing policies and avoiding materialistic for the benefit of people (pro bono), and keeping the harmony of Indonesia.
Politics is one of the means often used for achieving the goal for power. 
Hard Power and Soft Power

Counter Proxy War
The nationalism spirits of European countries has encouraged the spirit of regionalism which later bring forth the EU. 
Integration and Disintegration of a Nation
Integration is a close and intact The approach also varied ranging from mutually beneficial trade interaction, which later turned into a profitable part for special elite group that eventually lead to internal dispute.
Therefore, in an effort to build awareness is by returning to tabula rasa as an Indonesian citizen and pro bono for the public benefit.
Safeguarding the Indonesian National Security
The National Security policy including Referring to the conflict and war, as described in the integration will be strengthened as well. In the end, the political objective of using hard power and soft power as Opus Dei has a meaning of "God's work". God creation means we acknowledge the God and His creation.
Indonesia is created by the plurality. With the plurality hence the characteristic of Unity in Diversity. Accompanied by the love of the nation, sacrifice, tolerance (sense of togetherness, tolerance), patriotic spirit (pro bono), and so on have to be kept in balance or harmony so that we can achieve victory (Victoria
